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About the author: 

J.D. Salinger (1919- 2010) was a literary giant despite his slim body of work and 

reclusive lifestyle. His landmark novel, The Catcher in the Rye, set a new course 

for literature in post-WWII America and vaulted Salinger to the heights of literary 

fame. In 1953, Salinger moved from New York City and led a secluded life, only 

publishing one new story before his death. 

Source: Biography (www.biography.com) 

 

About this book: 

The Catcher in the Rye covers 48 hours in the life of 16-year-old Holden Caulfield, 

who has just flunked out of his expensive boarding school in eastern 

Pennsylvania. This makes the fourth school from which he's been expelled from. 

Holden heads to New York City, his home, and puts himself up in the Edmont 

Hotel. Over the next two days, through a series of encounters, Holden 

experiences the cynicism and phoniness of adult life— his narrative voice 

capturing the essence of teenage angst and alienation. 

Source: LitLovers (http://www.litlovers.com/) 

 

Discussion Questions: 

1. Discuss Holden's observations about the carousel's gold ring at the end of the 

novel. What is the significance of the ring? What do his observations reveal about 

his state of maturity? In what way has his character changed—or developed—by 

the end of the story?  
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2. Do Holden's encounters with adult hypocrisy ring true to you? Or are they more 

a reflection of his own deteriorating mental stability? Or both? 

3. Holden seems to be reaching out for genuine intimacy in his encounters. Is he 

himself capable of intimacy? Are any of the other characters capable of providing 

it? In fact, what is intimacy—sexual and/or non-sexual? 

4. What role does Phoebe play in the novel? 

5. What is the significance of the title—especially the fact that Holden gets Robert 

Burns's poem wrong? 

Source: LitLovers (http://www.litlovers.com/) 

 

Other formats available at Halifax Public Libraries: 

- German  

- Korean  
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